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Advance Ticket Sales Begin 1 June:  

The BSI Engadin Festival 2013 again invites music lovers to enjoy 
unique concert experiences 

 

“Sometimes it's not only the being there but also the getting there that makes a 
memorable concert; and though most of my journeys to such things tend to be by 
London Transport . . . there have, over the years, been odd experiences that stand 
out. . . . I loved my time at Engadin. It's difficult to get to . . . but the combination of 
great artists in great scenery is hard to beat.” [The Telegraph] 

Already in the 19th century the St. Moritz hotel director Badrutt knew that the 
beauty of the Engadin Mountains could easily be combined with the fine arts – and 
he also knew that it is worth the effort to make a longer journey in order to 
experience it: “For such beauty, high society will undertake the strains of the 
arduous journey. They will all come – princes, counts, barons, industrialists, bankers, 
writers and poets.”  

It is definitely worth making the trip to enjoy the musical delicacies during the 73rd 
season of the BSI Engadin Festival, which you can experience against the 
breathtaking backdrop of a mountain landscape!  

This summer festival guests will hear such musical greats as gamba master Jordi 
Savall, the exceptional clarinettist Sabine Meyer and her Trio di Clarone as well 
as musicians from the Berlin Philharmonic, including flutist Emmanuel Pahud and 
the star ensemble of the 12 Cellists of the Berliner Philharmonic, in the intimate 
atmosphere of unusual performance venues. 

Advance ticket sales begin on 1 June for the concerts, which will be presented 
from 2 to 15 August 2013.  

Further information is available at http://www.engadinfestival.ch 
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